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CHAPTER 7:  FREE AT LAST 

 Okay, those preceding six chapters were essentially Book One, the introduction or initial 

stage of this saga, and now we move into its middle stage. That first book firmly set the tone of 

the rest of this memoir of my 1970s in Washington DC:  free and easy romance in a new era of 

gay freedom, the excitement and effort of restoring a Victorian house (and salvaging treasures 

ahead of the wrecking ball), the security of a responsible job, and the thrilling society of friends 

and neighbors at community dinners.  

 Those wonderful themes will continue with interesting developments. For instance, 

we’ve seen how the long-haired refugee from a failed teaching career turned into a minor spook.  

And look how my love affairs (that lasted only as long as they could) so quickly turned into 

amorous liaisons lasting no longer than they had to. After the splendid non-love affair with dear 

neighbor Lou, I apparently lost my youthful romantic inclinations and was maturely content with 

carnal opportunities occasionally arising at the dinner table. Being a gay geisha agreed with me. 

 What with the restoration work on our house and being up to my earlobes in my fifth 

dissertation, I never seemed to worry about sex, much less romance. There was so much of 

intellectual interest to learn at my job, so many political and important things always going on in 

DC, and ample suitors at dinners that our geisha didn’t at all miss the sweet anguish of love.   

 Speaking of important things going on in DC, we had around twenty urban pioneers and 

assorted associates at our New Year’s Day feast—with the glorious tree still gleaming in the 

entrance hall. (This was quite a trick as Charles, Patrick, and I had been out quite late celebrating 

the end of 1973 dancing at the Lost & Found.) The company started out raucously with wines 

and appetizers and got downright rowdy sitting down to the groaning table.  

 Being the Four Bells Supper Club chef responsible for the celebrity dish, Lou carved a 

veritable haunch of prime rib. Before slicing, he paused to make an announcement. All we’d 

known the past many months was that lovely Lou worked for IBM at some great job. Now he 

announced that the classified project he’d been working on for the past two years was finally 

complete. I was impressed to discover that my Lou was also a spook of sorts.  

 He showed us a tab of paper printed with a confusion of little lines and claimed this thing 

was going to revolutionize commerce. They called it a bar code—designed to be scanned by a 

computer (IBM, of course)—with information about the product, its price, and so on. Lou said 

this so calmly, as though he really believed it. All of us at the table gawked, some remarked how 

cool it was, some scoffed, and others like me reserved judgement, urging Lou to get on with 

carving the prime rib. It was perfection.  

 Soon I began seeing more and more bar codes pasted on things, and it can’t have been 

much longer before they were on absolutely everything, even printed right on the packaging. Lou 

was an absolute prophet. It’s strangely thrilling that this paradigm-changing invention was 

announced in my very own dining room. DC was definitely where important things were 

happening, and I felt right in the middle of them, albeit living in the heart of the slum. 

# 

 As I tend to do with new years, the next day I made another stab at a journal. Having an 

IBM Selectric for doing abstracts, I typed unobtrusively and filled a whole legal sheet with an 

unusual, rather revealing snapshot of my second day of 1974 at work: 
 

 You come into this building in a small lobby of stone and steel, 

plastic plants, a questionable portrait, and a guard’s desk usually occupied 

by a tall black fellow with a proclivity for flirting with the girls who work 

on the lower, unsecured floors. It’s a blessing that there’s no plaque of 

plastic to flash in order to exit.  
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 Past the lobby, the building becomes less pretentious of comfort, 

stainless steel walls of elevators frequently out of order, and the scrutiny 

of another guard on the sixth floor. At the crossing of halls hangs a small 

red light for exit, but nowhere is an exit in evidence. Scattered around the 

floor among support posts and metal cabinets are the desks of my co-workers, 

almost at random but in a vague geometric arrangement suggesting purposeful 

positioning. Mine is near a window turning the world outside into blurred 

shapes of a chimney and brick wall, and on the sill my four plants, dry 

leaves, acorns and buckeyes, talismans against the winter. 

 All this morning of my new year, I’ve typed periodical titles and such 

on individual cards in duplicate. In this I’m comforted and calmed with a new 

resolve and detachment. Around me now are all those cards and blue 

preliminary forms, pencils, newspapers, tablets, and the dregs of a cold cup 

of this morning’s coffee. All may look orderly, but really they lie where 

they fell. My lunch hour is definitely over, but no one knows for sure but 

me. To be sure, no one at all cares. 

 What matters is that in my allotted time among the grey islands covered 

with books and papers, I must seem to be working, though that condition isn’t 

clearly defined. There should be some amount of rustling of newspapers, 

scratching of pencils, sorting of notes, clacking of typewriters, and an 

eventual unquantified production of standardized forms with whatever words 

one cares to write on them.  

 (Then one’s supervisor worries his balding hours with sorting and 

arranging, eventually hiding them in secret drawers where they grow to 

amazing vintages without developing any bouquet whatsoever.) 

 There is still a residue of good humor and lightheartedness around the 

office in the wake of the holidays. People occasionally talk, exchanging 

remarks on the dire state of political affairs. (I doubt anyone else here 

shares my certainty that greed has overwhelmed those persons supposed to be 

protecting the common weal.) There’s even some laughter, but that will soon 

subside. The only thing that lets my flowers survive is that outside, out of 

sight, the sun is clear in its white wintery way. The air is almost clean 

after days of intermittent rain. Tomorrow there will certainly be clouds, and 

it will be restrained in here. 

 Today while I dressed, I heard selections from “Coppelia” on the radio, 

and on the way up the stairs to my office, I hummed part of the czardas. 
 

 That, I’m afraid, is that for a journal in 1974. These few paragraphs create an atmospheric 

scene even more vividly boring than I remember. I appreciate being reminded of the dry leaves, 

acorns, and buckeyes and am amazed by that policy statement about greed. I still share that view 

but had thought the overwhelming only started happening with Reagan. For being politically 

unengaged, I seem to have had a pretty clear view of reality. I like to think I still do. That thing 

about the czardas was a sentimental memory of Kenny in Milwaukee. (See LORD WIND.) 

 Apropos the dire state of political affairs that January of 74, I wasn’t emotionally 

engaged in that either. Though we only lived six blocks apart, ever since the 72 election when I’d 

lost with McGovern, I’d paid little attention to Tricky Dick—less even than he’d paid to me. 

National politics meant nothing to me; my political concerns were with the District government 

and in particular with their urban renewal plans. That was headache enough.  

# 

 Here is as good a place as any to bore you with details of my dissertation work that 

seemed never-ending. The timeline for my linguistic research with the Russian emigres in the 

Research Division was ridiculously drawn out by the limit on interviews of only two hours a 

week, but I soon got quite good at rapid-fire questions for the native speakers. Most of them 
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found my no-nonsense approach to the ridiculous word-order examples humorous. One old man 

insisted that no word sequence I asked about was really “wrong,” just silly, a native opinion that 

wasn’t of much help. Though at first she’d ridiculed my research efforts, the skeptical babushka 

decided to take part in the project after all and laughed heartily at many examples.  

 When the old woman Olga asked again what I hoped to make out of all this chepukha 

(nonsense), I honestly explained my jaundiced view of dissertations and doctoral degrees. The 

thesis wasn’t to show that one could think or analyze critically, but could use scholarly methods 

to confirm the sacrosanct opinions of respected academic authorities. Original thoughts, insights, 

or interpretations didn’t serve that higher purpose. Degrees were like merit badges awarded for 

spouting the party line. She quite correctly thought this sounded a lot like communism. 

 Being an expert by now on bibliography in the field of Russian word order, I picked out 

the top current authorities on the subject and strategized how to prove their premises—while 

ignoring anything that might endanger their short-sighted positions. In my seven years of 

doctoral servitude, I’d learned well how to lick boots. In that mode, for the next few months I 

spent my two hours a week with the native speakers building an air-tight apologia for dogmatic 

scholars, all the while keeping my eye on that merit badge. 

 Meanwhile, at home between the restoration work, salvaging, gracious dining, and 

entertaining admirers with tours of my begonias, there were other distractions. One was the great 

New Orleans-style party Ken and his Richard threw at their house on Q Street on January 6, 

Twelfth Night (Feast of the Three Kings, the first day of the Mardi Gras season). They served a 

genuine King Cake, complete with a plastic baby-doll inside. Later in the evening an attractive 

guest accompanied me past the hookers on 14th (who sweetly encouraged us to have fun), back to 

the Four Bells to view my Rex collection, among other things, including having fun. 

 By early February I was ready for another distraction and went with Charles, Patrick, and 

Lou to see a much-touted new movie by Mel Brooks called “Blazing Saddles.” Besides being 

smitten by the gorgeous black sheriff, I was blown away by the hysterical jokes and situations. 

I’ve remarked before how humor always has a purgative, purifying effect on me, and this movie 

certainly accomplished that. In the campfire scene I laughed so hard at the farting cowboys that I 

could hardly (dare) breathe. Among so many classic lines, the one that really hit home was for 

some reason that bandito proclaiming, “We don’t need no stinking badges!”   

# 

 Mardi Gras itself rolled around on February 26, and my Ken threw another party with 

masques and a New Orleans feast of crabs and shrimps. Ken and his Richard were cute 

Tweedles, Dee and Dum; Chas was again Oberon, Charles an overgrown Cupid with wings, 

Patrick predictably a gigantic leprechaun, Marine John an adorable Buttercup from “Pirates of 

Penzance,” and Lou a shy belly-dancer. Yours truly was appropriately a kimono-clad geisha 

complete with ivory chopsticks in my black wig. If I tried to list the masques of our other friends 

and neighbors, I’d be here all night. Though I must say that Carolyn made a fantastic Cruella de 

Vil from “One Hundred and One Dalmatians” with gigantic Isadora on a leash. 

 Festive amongst so many friends and neighbors, I got looped on Ken’s version of Pat 

O’Brien’s big pink hurricanes and let my geisha go to an upstairs bedroom with an avid blond 

guy in full motorcycle drag, likely his normal clothes. I’ll just say that he got somewhat more 

than he bargained for, but on a par for a Mardi Gras fornication. Rearranging my chopsticks, I 

returned to the melee downstairs and with another hurricane in hand, entertained revelers with 

my exciting adventures in salvaging.  
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 Either it got late or I got too drunk, but next thing I knew, Charles was helping me back 

down 14th Street home. Remember, we’re talking here about a seriously disheveled geisha and a 

large, slightly hairy, diapered Cupid (in a long jacket since it was still chilly in late February). As 

we passed the whores hanging out on the corner, a friendly one named Cindy wagged her finger 

at me and asked, “Honey, who done hoed yo’ row?” Laughing, Charles answered for me, “Some 

Hell’s Angel.” (This locally colored exchange reminds me of the big graffiti on a wall on 

Kingman Place, a block north of the Four Bells behind the now empty Rockingham, which read 

in monumental simplicity, “Victoria is a common hoe.”)   

 In spite of at least three hurricanes, I made it to work in fair shape on Ash Wednesday 

and by quitting time felt fine, if not particularly penitential. Since I wasn’t on chef duty that 

evening, I made use of the much longer light to hop into Lavenia and go foraging. The wreckers 

were soon to strike a block on M Street to open space supposedly for a campus of a University of 

District of Columbia. I had my eye on some four-grooved chestnut woodwork like ours in the 

dining room. Another exciting adventure ensued, oddly memorialized in a poem of sorts. 
 

CLOSE CALL 

This early evening in a ruined parlor 

I stood behind a door motionless 

Upstairs in a vacant house. 

Midst broken windows and debris, 

I was in danger and sought courage, 

Hoping some providence 

Would still the ominous growls. 

Wild dogs searched the empty rooms, 

Claws clicking on the bare floors, 

Seeking for the intruder in their lair. 

The menace of their shrill barking, 

Made my only weapon small. 

The flashlight could kill one or two 

With luck, but I’d counted six.   

When the pack gathered in back, 

I scampered down the broken steps  

And out the door onto M Street. 

   2/27/74 
 

 I went back the next evening for the woodwork and found no wild dogs. That was the 

only really threatening situation I ever encountered in my salvaging operations. However, danger 

was a frequent element. Remember that Atlas moment on top of a ladder? Sometimes I almost 

fell through collapsing floors and climbed dubious half-staircases but sustained no bodily injury 

over my several years of petty pillaging.  

 Same cannot be said for restoration work at the Four Bells, where I had two-by-fours fall 

on my head, bricks on my feet, fingers mashed with a hammer, cuts on arms, and the most god-

awful splinters from ancient lath. In spite those tribulations, Charles and I kept at the parlor and 

dining room and were refurbishing the rear third-floor bedroom to rent out to a fourth princess. 

Prime qualifications for the position would be that he’s a good cook and talented hostess. After 

all, the Four Bells was to be a four-star geisha household. Four belles, indeed. 

# 
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      Soon after missing that opportunity to 

become dog-meat, I packed it off in Lavenia 

Van Dodge on the long road to Florida for 

Jake’s birthday, her eighth! Driving straight 

through, I got to Gainesville late in the evening 

that Saturday, and Barbara set me up to sleep on 

her sofa. I got to see the girls first thing in the 

morning and suddenly became Daddy again. 

      It always impressed me how whenever I 

got together with the family, it seemed like a 

time warp—even when they’d visited the Four 

Bells in the midst of my affair with Lou. I again 

would feel like the proud dad I once had been,  

 Jake and Daddy on her 8th Birthday        though now a happy one. Barbara was still the 

loving friend—and looking even more beautiful for her 30th birthday being just a week away. 

The staggering change was in how the kids kept getting bigger and cuter. Part of my pride, of 

course, was how smart elfin Jake and sweet Aimée were, chips off the old blockhead.  

 Sunday was our togetherness day with lunch at a Mexican place with Martha, Gene, 

young Bobbie and baby Bea. The atmosphere of familial affection around our Mexican table 

struck me as very like the family feeling around my own dining table. (Clearly, like ice cream, 

families came in assorted flavors, that at the Four Bells was maybe tutti frutti.) Afterwards we all 

went for an energetic outing at the playground with three hyper-playful kids bouncing off slides 

and swinging from monkey-bars, which I also practiced briefly.  

 While resting a moment on swings of our own, Martha told me they were all so proud of 

me—the great job, the house, and finishing the dissertation. Their pride in me was welcome, but 

I already felt a heap of pride in the life I’d made. In the four years since the divorce, I’d in fact 

become a substantial professional fellow. I didn’t talk about being a geisha on the side, but I 

doubt Martha would have been surprised or troubled if I had. 

 After naptime, there was amazing confusion in the house with Jake’s birthday party. 

Several of her school friends had come bearing wrapped gifts, which she gratefully accepted, a 

born hostess, and put on a table. While the party swung out with games and singing inside, I sat 

outside on the patio with the grownups, wowing them with adventures in restoration and salvage. 

For the gift opening, we crowded around in the living room to watch Jake’s surprise, joy, and 

gratitude as she opened each gift. I got the same splendid thanks for my gift of a long scarf of 

beautiful gold and crimson silk—plus a kiss from the birthday girl.  

 I’d taken some time off so I didn’t have to hurry right back to DC. On Monday of course, 

everybody was at class, school, or work so I was on the town. Lavenia and I wandered around 

the outlying countryside admiring the Florida landscape of rolling hills—ancient sand dunes! 

After lunch we stopped by at the Garden Gate, where I bought another surreal Rex begonia, and 

then went to the mall to buy some new tennis shoes. My old ones were falling apart. 

 Through careful negotiation, I got the nicely built, dark-eyed shoe salesman, a youth of 

possibly twenty, to invite me to his place after he got off in an hour or so, ostensibly to view his 

collection of tropical fish. In his room encircled by lit aquariums, work-out weights, and posters 

of rock singers, I convinced him to take off his frightened pants and taught the suddenly eager 

novice a special thing or three about his body. Ever the evangelist…  

# 
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 March was a hard month for me trying to ignore the last dregs of winter, occasionally 

drifting into Russian poems to bemoan the freezing rain and ugly grey clouds. However, the 

eternal work on house and dissertation nicely distracted me from such meteorological concerns, 

and a charming parade of dinner guests occupied enough evenings amongst my begonias. My 

latest acquisition with violet overtones on its leaves was a real crowd-pleaser.  
 

  The beginning of April brought a flurry of cherry 

blossoms around the tidal basin and monuments and a 

splendid visit from Kenny. We spent the bright afternoons 

wandering wildly blooming landscapes and talking, almost 

as closely as when we’d strolled as idyllic lovers in the 

golden autumn in Milwaukee. I was a little taken aback that 

he’d grown a neat beard—for his role in “Fiddler,” he 

explained—but it wasn’t as off-putting as my poor Steve’s 

scraggly whiskers had been. 

  Two of his three nights in town, Kenny slept with 

me, and we renewed our ever-lasting affections. On the 

middle night he slept at Lou’s and remarked afterwards that 

our Italian friend was certainly a hot number, but not 

exactly a romantic type. This I of course well knew.  

  One evening, my turn in the kitchen, he helped me 

make a complicated Julia Child Blanquette de veau out of 

her French Chef cookbook. Early that morning we’d made 

a cold yogurt and cucumber soup on a Persian recipe, and  

        Kenny with Cherry Blossoms             Carolyn pitched in with a killer Salade Niçoise. It was a bit 

of a mixed bag, but the eclectic dinner went over well with the Four Bells Supper Club.  

 The rest of the month was a blur of word-order interviews and writing up the results, ever 

conscious of building the case for the vapid pronouncements of sainted academics on the subject. 

It really burned me propping up the dubious positions of deadwood instead of identifying the 

actual boundaries of supposedly “free” Russian word order, but such insights had no place in the 

serious business of earning a merit badge. Friends and the folks at work were impressed by my 

assiduous scholarship and urged me on. 

 When my 32nd birthday rolled 

around late in the month, I scarcely noticed 

it, except for the cute birthday cards from 

my daughters with drawings of trees and 

flowers. The best present was the lovely 

photos they’d had made at their school.  

 Proud gay daddy, I showed these 

pictures off to friends and neighbors noting 

how Jake’s grin looked so like mine at that 

age and how brown-eyed Aimée looked 

like a little Barbara. In fact, they could 

easily have been Martha and Barbara in 

pictures from twenty years before when  

  Jake and Aimée in 1974     they were cute little girls. Genes are weird. 

# 
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 The lusty early days of May were anything but that for me, toiling over the typing of my 

disgusting dissertation. I sometimes stayed late at the office pounding on my good old Selectric 

and made do with leftovers from the supper club. On one such occasion, a tall gentleman who’d 

come to dinner specifically to make my acquaintance stayed late to meet the exhausted scholar 

and later still to admire begonias. I much appreciated his appreciative company. 

 Being so busy, I missed out on the ceremonial arrival of our fourth princess to occupy the 

third-floor bedroom, but met him at breakfast the next morning. Jim was a good-looking guy 

with an equally good-looking body, a charming, intelligent princess type, worked in advertising 

and related design. He seemed great material for our growing gay household.  
 

       Jim brought along with him to the Four Bells a 

large-leafed jade that stole my heart, and I soon stole a 

cutting. (Over the decades it grew into a humongous 

specimen tree that would even bloom, as you can see 

in this newspaper photo from 2006 with me as proud 

proprietor of Babylon Gardens Salvage Nursery. As 

you can also see, I kept salvaging for many years, now 

calling it plant-recycling.) Jim and I became wonderful 

princess friends and co-chefs, and he quickly proved a 

high-class geisha attracting a considerable coterie of 

admirers and dinner guests. He had an ebullient style 

of hostessing with a charming South Carolina accent  

       Plant Salvager with Princess Jim Jade          that beautifully complimented his regal manner.  

 By dint of late office evenings, I wrapped up the package and fired it off by mid-month to 

my chairman like a special delivery blivet. That’s an Idaho-dialect term I learned from a boss 

long ago meaning ten pounds of shit in a five-pound bag. After all, I’d promised to deliver prime 

quality bullshit. For the occasion, the club staged a celebratory feast of my favorite stuffed pork 

chops with red beans and rice and three kinds of pie. Best was the strawberry-rhubarb. 

 One of the guests at table was a striking Cuban fellow, Gabriel (who for some reason 

wanted to be called Rick and was travelling with a brown-and-white cocker spaniel). He was 

already planning to stay over for two nights at the Four Bells, though accommodations had not 

yet been assigned. I only had to flutter my geisha fan, and he quartered with me. I didn’t even 

have to mention begonias. When Rick said goodbye two mornings after, it had been so loving 

that I found myself moved to an appreciative poem in full geisha mode. 
 

I don’t ask any more for any one to be eternal, 

Just a day in rain and a night of black oval eyes. 

His dark hair was thick among my gentle fingers, 

His smooth arm draped on my chest like a banner. 

Enough the joy of holding a man in the morning, 

Sunlight warm on sheets and shoulders, 

His hand taking mine when we pet the dog. 

    5/15/74 
 

 Were it not for that poem—and the postcard I got from Cuban Rick from New Orleans—

I’m sure I’d never have recalled him even this un-specifically. Now I clearly recall that intimacy 

of petting the dog, if not my gentle fingers in his thick hair. 

# 
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 In the midst of our restoration work, Charles and I had kept 

on shopping for period furnishings, including more beds and rugs 

for the bedrooms and an over-stuffed blue-velvet set of sofa and 

chair, which Charles described as Chinese Art Nouveau. They 

were sinfully huge and comfortable. In the same shop in Laurel, 

Maryland where we found the sofa, I agonized over a beautiful 

lamp that would be perfect for our newel post, and only Lou’s 

urging convinced me to buy it, more Art Nouveau, a torch-bearing 

male figure by a famous French sculptor named August Moreau.  

 With that elegant ornament mounted on the newel post of 

our grand staircase and the heavy blue-brocade swag drapes 

Charles hung on the rounded bay windows in the parlor, the Four 

Bells achieved a new level of grandeur. (I have this artistically 

draped nude fellow with me still—standing on this same column 

above my head as I write these words. He’s the only man from my  

     Lamp by Auguste Moreau past multitude that I haven’t had to let go of.)  
 

 Though still under restoration, the parlor was now a real living room, and Charles moved 

Lorro’s cage down to the bay window, where the parrot could sit on it and watch neighborhood 

activity. This whole year the no-longer kitten Katyusha had drifted around through the confusion 

of crowds and construction like an elusive ghost. She rarely acknowledged me except circling 

my feet when I brought her food and didn’t bother with me otherwise. 

 Now that I had no more offal to type, I enjoyed hanging out in the parlor. I now had an 

even more enormous blue chair with rounded arms and delicately carved crest and side panels. It 

was a splendid throne for a princess. About a week after Rick left, while I was enthroned writing 

notes of some sort, Katyusha ambled over and climbed onto my lap. I didn’t discourage this 

sudden surprising intimacy, but continued writing on a new sheet, thusly: 
 

Katyusha lies, head in my lap, intently 

Watching this motion of my pen,  

At times sniffing these words I write. 

Used to be memories came to me like cats, 

Wistful creatures with claws to scratch. 

Katyusha comes to me like the memory 

Of magical times and forgotten embraces. 

Now she washes on the rug by my feet,  

Now curls up among Persian blossoms, 

Now she plays at attacking my ankles. 

   5/23/74 
  

 Catherine the Great and I lived our separate lives at peace in the castle, at peace until the 

incidents of the drapes. More than once, Charles found her in the parlor hanging by her claws 

from the brocade of the drapes. Summarily, we had her de-clawed; she started defecating on my 

bed when I left the door open; and then, in spite of magical times and forgotten embraces, she 

took a one-way trip in Lavenia Van Dodge to the pound. This is not a tale I’m proud of, having 

learned the horror of being de-clawed—not personally, mind you, but perhaps metaphorically. 

No problem now that I have no pets but plants. Right now Gina the dracaena is blooming!  

# 
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 One evening at dinner in early June I noticed that Lewis and Carolyn’s enthusiasm about 

restoring Old One-and-Two seemed to be flagging. So I organized a rescue effort to give them 

several hands. Calling ourselves the Stripper Squad, we four belles, Lou, and Ken with his 

Richard (though they’d just bought a second house on Q to refurbish), trounced up the dirt of the 

missing sidewalk singing songs from “Gypsy” and set to stripping the woodwork in the parlor of 

One, the most elaborate I’ve ever seen. The 6-inch-wide cherry surfaces had walnut inlay detail, 

all under several coats of white paint. In a couple weeks we’d gotten the huge room ready for 

finish work, and grateful Lewis and Carolyn were re-inspired for their Herculean labors. 

 Not to be left behind by parades in New York and San Francisco, at the end of June we 

had an impromptu Gay Freedom day in DC, really a block party at Dupont Circle. The Four 

Bells crowd and supportive friends and neighbors went and danced around the fountain. Some 

guy spoke about the dramatic history of gay liberation since Stonewall. It made me sentimental 

about having been an outlaw lowlife faerie in the French Quarter and grateful that at last we gays 

weren’t outlaws. We were free, even if still thought lowlife by self-righteous straight society.  

 Of course, he reminded us of the atrocity just a year before at the Upstairs Lounge (which 

I neglected to mention in the midst of my affair with Lou), and declared that such horrors would 

never ever happen again. (Who would believe the horrors that would indeed be perpetrated on us 

gays in the future?) Buoyed by the speaker’s confidence in our safety, I celebrated our new gay 

freedom jubilantly, dancing wildly in broad public daylight and kissing men right and left. It was 

my very first experience of liberation, and praise be, far from my last! 

 Once again, and I couldn’t imagine why, DC did nothing special for the Fourth of July. 

Instead, that evening the Four Bells Supper Club orchestrated a community wienie roast in the 

Circle, and we shot off loads of fireworks. The cherry bombs were deafening, and the Roman 

candles terrified the pigeons up off the General’s hat. Our festivity and noise attracted several 

happy hookers from 14th Street to join the party, and they flirted hilariously with the urban 

pioneer husbands. Some snagged tricks from passing cars, scandalizing the urban pioneer wives. 

A grand old Independence Day was had by all.  

 Only a few days later the letter arrived from Dr. S., my miserable dissertation chairman. 

You’ll recall that I’d been ordered to scale my work way back to focus on the nominal phrase, 

and I’d just spent several months doing exactly that. In his letter, he wrote that a newly arrived 

Russian émigré prof had taken over now as my chairman, and he enclosed a letter from her, 

which I opened with understandable trepidation. This Dr. Kh. wrote (in Russian) that she had 

greatly appreciated my good work on the nominal phrase, but… 

 With no compunction whatsoever, Dr. Kh. explained that her respected colleague in 

Moscow, a Dr. P., had just written definitively on the word order of verbal phrases (a new entry 

for my bibliography!), and it would behoove me to broaden the scope of my work to corroborate 

his scholarly findings. Now you should know that I’d covered verbal phrases very thoroughly in 

my second thesis back in 1969, (or was it the third in 1970?), and actually had drawn some 

insightful conclusions. Then (after being beaten about the head and shoulders with a walking 

stick), I’d been redirected to…  

 Knowing the kind of chepukha that would follow this absurdity, I didn’t finish reading 

Dr. Kh.’s obnoxious letter, folded it ungently back into its envelope, and never responded. My 

immediate thought was, “I don’t need no stinking merit badge!” And my second was, “Lordy, 

Lordy, I’m free at last!”  

### 


